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First, let’s extract all the sprites of the Hell Baron (BOSS*) to folder sprites_orig

Then, do the same but x4 upscaled and to different folder called spritesx4

Next, open one frame, BOSSA1.png from both original and spritesx4 folders, side-by-side, with 
Gimp and then keep pressing ’+’ key to zoom until you can see both frames clearly, side-by-side 
when switching tabs.

Here is the original (size 41x73) Hell Baron sprite frame.



And here is x4 upscaled (size 164x292) version. As you can see it looks much smoother than
the original pixelated version.

Next, click the to original frame tab and select Colors | Info | Colorcube analysis … 



You should see something like this

So original frame uses 77 unique colors in all.

Now, do the same to upscaled version …

Woah! So not only did hqx4 algo upscale original but it also massively increased number of colors. 
Well, shades of same colors, but anyway …

And now the real fun begins!



Now, while still having the upscaled version in front of you select Image | Mode | Indexed …

Make sure that Generate optimum palette is selected and number of colors is 256.
Also make sure that Color dithering is set to Floyd-Steinberg (reduced color bleeding)



Then select again Colors | Info | Colorcube analysis … 

Only 255 colors now. 
Now select Image | Scale Image ...



And set the width to 41 and height to 73 pixels, the original dimensions of the frame, and press 
Scale. Then compare both images side-by-side.

Original, 41x73 77 colors First x4 upscaled, then colors reduced to 255 
colors + dithering and then downscaled to 
match original 41x73 size

Okay, so that was for 8-bit (256 colors). 
But what if … what if you wanted to reduce both versions colors to only 4-bit (16 colors) ? How 
would they then compare ? Let’s find out!



First press Ctrl + Z many times to undo and reverse all the changes you made to upscaled version of
the image.

Then select the orginal frame and select Image | Mode | Indexed … again. Set the number of colors 
to 16 (old EGA mode) and set Color dithering to Floyd-Steinberg (reduced color bleeding) and be 
ready for surprise …



Yiekes!

What just happened? What happened is that dithering tried to emulate the shades of color in very 
limited space (41x73) and end up with even more pixelated soup. If that is what you actually like 
then cool but I personally prefer little smoother frames. 

Let’s try again with no dithering.



Better!

Now, do the color reduction for upscaled version but this time use Floyd-Steinberg (reduced color 
bleeding) method like you did before and downscale it to 41x73.

x4 upscaled, then 4-bit (16 colors) reduction with 
Floyd-Steinberg (reduced color bleed) dithering 
and downscaled to 41x73



IMHO, the modified upscaled version still looks slightly better with just slightly more detail.

Okay, final challenge… 2-bit aka 4-colors! (hellou CGA)

2-bit (4 colors) no dithering x4 upscaled, 2-bit (4 colors)  dithering, 
then downscaled

They both look horrible but the original image suffered some leaks (green pixels).
And with dithering, the original image would have been even worse …



The only way to make both versions even slightly nicer looking is to first convert them to greyscale 
and then reduce to number of ”colors” (shades of gray actually) to four.

Select original frame, then select Mode | Grayscale and after that select Mode | Indexed … and 4 
colors with no dithering.

Then do the same to upscaled version but use dithering and then downscale to 41x73.



Original 41x73, x4 upscaled, converted to grayscale and
converted to grayscale and then reduced to 2-bit (4 ”color”) shades
then reduced to 2-bit (4 ”color”) of gray with dithering
shades of gray, no dithering and then downscaled to 41x73

IMHO this is the only case where original has slightly lil more detail than upscaled version.

So what is the moral of the story?

It’s this:

1. Always work with the biggest resolution source material that you have available and then 
downscale it to device(s) screen(s) you are targeting.

2. If original source material is of low resolution try to upscale it first as large as possible and 
then work with it and downscale back if needed. It might enchance result but only slightly 
compared to if the orignal material had been high resolution in the first place.

3. If you have to reduce number of colors and you want to use dithering, then do it first and 
then downscale. Order is important.

4. Dithering, especially Floyd-Steinberg (reduced color bleeding) method, works best for 
larger resolution images. For low resolution, it might be better to not use dithering at all. 
Where the resolution limit goes, I don’t know. You just have to eyeball it and use your own 
judgement. Same goes for color depth. The lower the color bit depth the more harder it is for
dithering to give good results. Low resolution & low color depth is the worst combination. 
In that case, it’s almost always best to not use any dithering at all.



5. Reducing colors works only to certain point. After that, you have to think if converting 
image first to grayscale and then reducing those grayscale shades (with or without dithering)
would give better results. Often grayscale image has more details than same very low 
resolution and very low color depth image. However, high resolution images look often 
good even with very low color depth if dithering is used.

And here are all the various compinations of Hell Baron in all it’s glory, both orignal and upscaled.

Have fun!

Original 41x73, 8-bit (77 colors)
 

4-bit (16 colors) 4-bit (16 colors)
dithering no dithering



2-bit (4 color) 2-bit (4 color)
dithering No dithering

2-bit (4 shades of gray) 2-bit (4 shades of gray)
dithering no dithering



41x73 x4 upscaled then downscaled to 41x73,  
32-bit (1265 colors)

41x73 x4 upscaled, 8-bit (217 colors) 41x73 x4 upscaled, 8-bit (217 colors)
dithering, then downscaled to 41x73 no dithering, then downscaled to 41x73



41x73 x4 upscaled, 4-bit (16 colors) 41x73 x4 upscaled, 4-bit (16 colors)
dithering, then downscaled to 41x73 no dithering, then downscaled to 41x73

41x73 x4 upscaled, 2-bit (4 colors) 41x73 x4 upscaled, 2-bit (4 colors)
dithering, then downscaled to 41x73 no dithering, then downscaled to 41x73



41x73 x4 upscaled, 2-bit (4 shades of gray) 41x73 x4 upscaled, 2-bit (4 shades of gray)
dithering, then downscaled to 41x73 no dithering, then downscaled to 41x73



41x73 x4 upscaled to 164x292,
32-bit (1966 colors)

41x73 x4 upscaled to 164x292, 41x73 x4 upscaled to 164x292,
8-bit (255 colors), dithering 8-bit (255 colors), no dithering



41x73 x4 upscaled to 164x292, 41x73 x4 upscaled to 164x292,
4-bit (16 colors), dithering 4-bit (16 colors), no dithering

41x73 x4 upscaled to 164x292, 41x73 x4 upscaled to 164x292,
2-bit (4 colors), dithering 2-bit (4 colors), no dithering



41x73 x4 upscaled to 164x292, 41x73 x4 upscaled to 164x292,
2-bit (4 shades of gray), dithering 2-bit (4 shades of gray), no dithering


